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Warsaw, 20-12-2014
To whom it may concern

Mr Waldemar Dziwniel collaborated with the SATORIS Foundation and with the WSPAK street
magazine - a member of the International Network of Street Papers movement - in the years 20082013 as a coach both on voluntary and commercial basis. He provided remarkable training and
support to 276 homeless vendors of our WSPAK street magazine. In total he provided the Foundation
with 86 hours of paid coaching and approx. 50 hours of his voluntary time.
His sessions were highly professional and very sensitive to the needs of the people with a range of
social and personal problems. He was always a charming man, at ease with people with whom he
immediately developed friendly ties, with a great sense of humor and very empathic. He was very
popular and highly admired by our beneficiaries.
In addition, Waldemar played a significant role as a voluntary writer for the magazine. He used to run
his own column there. He shared with our beneficiaries his knowledge and inspired them in
contributing to each subsequent issue of the magazine.
We highly appreciate the knowledge, skills and literary talents of Waldemar. As a businessman he
came across as very ambitious in pushing his professional limits. I am convinced that with such vast
amount of potential he will gain recognition both for his work as the coach as well as his other
abundant qualities that make him a skilled businessman.
I am convinced that he will cope perfectly well with any role which requires creativity and
professionalism. I think he will easily contribute these qualities to any other creative team.
Therefore I would strongly recommend Waldemar Dziwniel to future clients.
Barbara Kaznowska
Founder of the Foundation SATORIS
Tel. 790 316 901

